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Response of flying mole crickets to three parameters of synthetic songs broadcast outdoors

Large numbers of flying crickets can be attracted to outdoor loudspeakers broadcasting male calling songs. Consequently, we have been able to investigate the features of calling songs that are important for attraction. Previous investigators have used laboratory-maintained crickets in acoustical environments significantly different from outdoors. Furthermore, they have studied thoroughly no more than one or two of the important signal parameters. We have studied outdoors the responses of free-flying mole crickets, Scapteriscus aculetus, to synthetic calling songs systematically varied in these three parameters: carrier frequency, pulse rate and intensity. Mole crickets came in greatest numbers when we broadcast, at unnaturally high intensities, carrier frequencies and pulse rates like those of the natural song.

All experiments were conducted near Gainesville, Florida, during 1972 and 1973. During the tests soil temperatures were 24 ± 4°C, air temperatures, 25 ± 5°C, and relative humidity, 70 ± 20% (ref. 8). We used three independent broadcasting systems, each with its own cricket-trapping funnel. A fourth funnel, without a speaker, was the control. Two test sounds and a standard sound were broadcast simultaneously. Test sounds were synthetic songs (artificial sounds synthesised and tape-recorded in the laboratory) varied in intensity, carrier frequency and pulse rate (that is, rate at which the carrier was turned on and off). Equal durations of pulses and pulse intervals were maintained. For frequency experiments (1972), the pulse rate and intensity were held constant at 60 pulses s⁻¹ and 100 dB sound pressure level (SPL) (at 15 cm; reference SPL, 2 × 10⁻⁵ N m⁻²). Similarly, in pulse rate experiments (1973), the frequency and intensity were held constant at 2.7 kHz and 100 dB. In intensity experiments (1973), frequency and pulse rate were constant at 2.7 kHz and 55 pulses s⁻¹. The standard sound was 2.7 kHz and 100 dB. It was changed from 60 pulses s⁻¹ in 1972 to 55 pulses s⁻¹ in 1973 to approximate more closely the natural song (that is, the actual calling song of males in the field) at 25°C. The number of mole crickets trapped at each test sound was expressed as a percentage of the number caught at the standard sound. Trials with less than 10 crickets in the standard were discarded. Each test sound was used on at least two nights. We have described the trapping equipment and the broadcasting techniques before.

The control funnel generally caught no mole crickets and never had more than 1.5% of the number of adults in the other three funnels. In frequency and pulse rate trials the number of trapped mole crickets varied fivefold about a mode (Fig. 1). For every 6-dB increase in sound level up to 106 dB, our catch approximately doubled (Fig. 2). In addition to comparing seven pulse rates, we investigated whether any amplitude modulation at all was necessary for phonotaxis of S. aculetus. We made four trials comparing a continuous tone (no amplitude modulation) of 2.7 kHz with the 1973 standard sound (tone turned on and off 55 times per second). Because 270 S. aculetus were captured at the standard sound, 27 at the continuous tone, and none at the control, amplitude modulation must be an important, but not essential, feature.

Several features of male calling songs are known or suspected to cause species-specific responses in crickets. For mole crickets, Bennet-Clark suggested that carrier frequency might be important to flying females. Our data (Figs 1 and 2) demonstrate that both carrier frequency and pulse are important to species-specific phonotaxis in S. aculetus. This insect (Orthoptera, Gryllotalpidae) should be able to separate its own song from songs of most other crickets by pulse rate (Fig. 1); however, there are crickets occurring in the same habitat with pulse rates overlapping those of S. aculetus. S. aculetus could distinguish the songs of its own males from the songs of these other crickets by carrier frequency, since carrier frequency of these songs is higher than in S. aculetus.

Doubling of catch for each 6-dB increase in sound level agrees with the following model. Sound waves radiate in all directions from loudspeakers, and sound pressure is generally halved (that is, drops 6 dB) for each doubling of distance from a sound source. Whatever the shape of the sound field, its diameter would double for each 6-dB increase in sound level. To orientate to a calling song, the flying adults must first encounter an appropriate sound above a threshold pressure. If mole crickets fly in a single plane and maintain straight courses, the catch should double for each doubling of diameter (not the area) of the sound field. The failure of doubling to continue with each increase of 6 dB beyond 106 dB could result from the crickets being repelled by such high intensities or from an inability to orientate owing to saturation of their auditory organs.
The synthetic songs that trapped maximal numbers of mole crickets had pulse rates and frequencies like those of the natural song but the catch was increased 30-fold at intensities 38 dB or more above natural intensities, which average 68 dB. Such attraction may prove useful in control of these agricultural and turf pests.
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